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Reshaping Westchester’s I-287 
Corridor

Making the most of a 
major investment in 
regional transit service

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I first want to thank UTRC Region 2 and NYMTC for giving me this wonderful opportunity.Today I am going to briefly describe the work that I have done over the past year as part of my participation in the NYMTC 9-11 Memorial Scholarship Program.(CLICK)
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Goals for my project

Encourage TOD throughout the         
I-287 Corridor

Westchester County Department of 
Planning - coordinate with 
Westchester 2025

Main strategies for advancing TOD
– Public education
– Route and station planning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The primary goal of my project, and the focus of my internship, was to encourage transit oriented development within the I-287 corridor in Westchester in advance of the new Bus Rapid Transit system that is being planned in conjunction with the replacement of the Tappan Zee bridge.(CLICK)To carry out this task, I was placed with the Westchester County Department of Planning, under the supervision of the deputy commissioner, Ed Buroughs.(CLICK)I helped achieve this goal through two main efforts:This first was through Public Education – both on BRT and TOD. The goal of this effort was to move beyond the large dots that represented stations on a map and help make the system real for the communities.The second effort was to help refine the route and station locations proposed by the project team so as to maximize the TOD potential of the new system. In essence, we wanted to help make sure that those dots were in the best possible place.(CLICK)
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Public education on BRT

Developed presentation about BRT 
and its applicability to this project

– Presented to community officials
– Posted on website
– Presented to Westchester County 

Planning Board

Met with each I-287 corridor 
community in Westchester

– Group and one-on-one settings

Community Reaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the largest challenges I faced at the beginning of my internship was demonstrating exactly what was at stake for the communities affected by the BRT system and explaining how they could leverage the transit improvements to help achieve their existing community goals(CLICK)Therefore, the first thing I did was to create a presentation about BRTThe presentation included background information on what BRT was, drawing on examples from around the world, looking at examples of BRT vehicles, runningways, stations, and information systemsI also talked about the land-use benefits that BRT systems have been able to achieve. This was extremely important as many communities just didn’t believe that BRT could provide the same level of development benefits as a rail system. I had to show that this was not true – that the evidence clearly shows that a well designed BRT system can compete with rail systems in terms of their ability to spur development and community revitalization.The presentation also included a discussion about how BRT’s various characteristics could (and should) be applied to BRT system in Westchester, including which characteristics, such as separated guideways, were crucial to the system’s success and should be advocated for(CLICK)I delivered this presentation several times throughout the county, including toLarge meetings attended by each community along the corridor as well asSmall mtgs that included the mayor, village board, and village planner of a single village.I also delivered this presentation to public meetings, such as mtgs of a town’s comprehensive plan committee.(CLICK)These presentations were well received by the communities along the corridor. In fact, after one presentation, a village manager told me that despite years of hearing about BRT, he was not sold on it until he heard this presentation. It was only then that he bought into the concept of BRT and actually believed that it could spur redevelopment of his community.(CLICK)
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Created website

General information on 
project status and timeline

In-depth resources on BRT & 
TOD

– Reports
– Research
– Case studies
– Helpful organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As another part of this public education campaign, I created a website, accessed from the planning department’s homepage, that provides information on the project ,including a description of the project, a project timeline, and the project’s background.(CLICK)It also contains detailed information on bus rapid transit and transit oriented developmentIt links to reports by TCRP, the FTA and advocacy organizations, as well as to academic researchIt also contains links to case studies – so communities can research how TOD has been implemented in a real-world setting Finally, it provides a listing of organizations that are also doing work to advance these concepts – both locally and nationally.The goal here was to create a resource that community members could turn to to get information that they could use to exploit this opportunity and actually implement the principles of TOD.(CLICK)
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Coordinate with Project Team

Planning-level meetings to 
discuss route and station 
alternatives

TOD training team
– NYSDOT pilot program
– Basic training to all 

Westchester communities
– Detailed training for eight 

communities in Westchester 
and Rockland

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to having a lot of interaction with the public, I also spent a large amount of time working with the NYSDOT-led project team to discuss the specifics of the project(CLICK)Over the past year, the planning department and the tappan zee bridge project team have met numerous times. These included working level meetings with NYSDOT staff and their consultants to discuss detailed route and station alternatives as well as larger meetings to discuss issues of system configuration. I attended and participated in just about every one of those meetings.(CLICK)In addition, the state has launched an innovative effort to encourage transit-oriented development and has singled out the I-287 corridor in Westchester and Rockland to pilot the program.Three consultants (PPS, RCA, RPA) are working to develop training modules that can be delivered to help communities implement TOD.This training will include an overview of TOD that will be open to all Westchester communities as well as several two-day community-specific programs throughout Westchester and Rockland. These community-specific trainings will look at proposed station areas and discuss how the community can further its goals while implementing the principles of TOD.My colleagues at the Planning Department and I have been working very closely with this team – providing input on the substance of the training modules as well as working with communities to identify locations for potential TOD’s.(CLICK)

http://www.pps.org/
http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/public/ra
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Developed route & station alternatives

Focused on potential positive land-
use impacts of new BRT service

Identified areas with potential for   
TOD or transit oriented amenities

Developed 80+ route-station 
alternatives

Created fact sheets for each 
alternative

– Summarized previous County 
comments to NYSDOT

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to working with the public and the project team, I also worked with my colleagues at the department to develop our own alternatives for BRT route and station locations.(CLICK)While the project-team has done a lot of work – we were concerned that I-287, shown here – might get turned into this.While this is a slight exaggeration – the DOT has proposed locating stations in very close proximity to the highway (because they own the ROW) and farther away from the existing land-uses that will be served by the system and farther away from areas that might benefit from having transit service located close by.So we looked at the same areas and asked a different question.(CLICK)Instead of locating a station in existing ROW, we asked what areas nearby might benefit from increased transit service?  (WAIT-blue circle will appear) What areas are PRIME candidates for transit oriented redevelopment?  We then said, how can we serve those areas(CLICK)The result was the development of more than 80 route and station alternatives along the Westchester portion of the I-287 corridor. These alternatives were developed with the goal of balancing the needs of  ‘cross-corridor efficiency’ with maximizing the number of potential users as well as maximizing the potential for future land-use benefits.(CLICK)For each of these alternatives, I developed an accompanying ‘fact sheet’ that included information on existing LU’s to be served, potential for TOD, the constraints of potential implementation, as well as other pertinent informationThe fact sheets also served as a compilation of the comments that the County has made on the project over the past couple of years.(CLICK) 
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Developed route & station alternatives

Comprehensive catalog of 
alternatives developed by 
Westchester County

– Includes major DOT options
– Identifies areas of potential TOD

Interactive Google Earth format
– Layer other information (GIS)
– Incorporate 3D visioning of certain 

station areas
– Tool to facilitate planning dialogue 

with communities

Community Reaction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result of this effort was a comprehensive and interactive catalog of information about BRT system options(CLICK)The catalog includes a depiction of the options put forth by the project team in red, the areas identified by Westchester County as sites of potential TOD’s in green, and all the route and station options identified by Westchester County in blue.This catalog was created in Google Earth for several reasonsAbility to look the route and station options on top of aerial photography(CLICK)Layer other information – anything taken from GIS (can convert to KML) In this example, I’ve put on land use, existing buildings, and existing Bee-line bus routes and stopsAbility to incorporate 3D modeling done in Google SketchUp (which I’ll show you in a second)(CLICK)Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.(CLICK)Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Elmsford, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Elmsford, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Elmsford, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Elmsford, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Elmsford, NY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall this has been an incredibly useful tool in engaging community members about this project.  I’ll now show you a few examples that include the 3D models of potential station areas. Just to be clear, I did not create these models. A fellow intern, Michael Vernon from the University of Cincinnati, did.Even if they don’t think our models depicted the right vision for their community, they appreciated the power of the tool for planning. In fact, one community even said, well, we have our own ideas for these blocks that don’t look exactly like your ideas, if we flesh them out, can you model them and show us what they might look like? We said yes – and that was the entire purpose of this tool, to engage communities in a dialogue about this project.To date, we’ve visioned four station areas in Westchester County – showing how TOD might look and feel around a BRT station.(CLICK)
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Other activities

Analyzed Bee-Line ridership 
in and around the corridor

Attended numerous 
conferences, including:

– Manhattan Institute – P3’s
– Rudin Center – TOD
– RPA – Regional Assembly

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally, in addition to these major efforts that I just described, I also performed other tasks to advance the goal of my internship.(CLICK)Most recently, I analyzed existing ridership on the Bee-Line system to determine which stops were most heavily utilized, as well as how that utilization has changed over time.(CLICK)I also attended numerous conferences, including: (WAIT – all LOGOS will load on timing)A conference by the Manhattan Institute on Public-Private-Partnerships (happened to be on the day the Governor launched his commission on state asset maximization, which just released its final report)A forum on Transit Oriented Development – Making the Connections – hosted by the NYU Wagner’s Rudin CenterThe Regional Plan Association’s Regional AssemblyAll of these conferences helped increase my understanding of TOD as well as helped me learn strategies to assist our communities in implementing TOD.(CLICK)
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Oblique 
aerial 
photography

3D imageryStreet level 
photography

Looking forward

Continue working with 
communities on station-level 
planning efforts

– Work with and exploit TOD 
training team’s expertise

Integrate route-station 
catalog with planning 
department website

Analyze new LEHD journey-
to-work data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we accomplished a lot over the past year – there is obviously a lot more to do.(CLICK)First and foremost, we have to continue to work with the communities directly affected by this project as well as continue to work with the TOD training team put together by NYSDOT. We need to provide this team with support and guidance, while at the same time urging our communities to exploit this opportunity for training.We also need to take the route and station planning that we have done and integrate it into the existing Planning Department website.(CLICK) While the website already has a lot of information on the various communities in Westchester – (WAIT) We can do more. We can put up interactive models that show potential BRT routes as well as different alternatives for development. This will help communities visualize these improvements and compare their impacts(CLICK)Finally, we need to get a better understanding of the movements within the corridor. One way to do this is to utilize the new LEHD data made available by the census. This data pairs, for the first time, individual’s place of residence (census) with their place of employment (state unemployment records).  While it doesn’t capture all employees yet (self-employed and most gov’t workers), it is an unbelievably powerful new tool for transportation and economic development planning. In fact, the county has just partnered with the Southern CT regional planning authority to begin a study of this data.(CLICK)
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THANK YOU

Questions?

Contact:
Peter Feroe
pferoe@gmail.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concluded the summary of my work over the past year.Before I wrap up, however, I want to again thank UTRC and NYMTC for this opportunity.I also want to sincerely thank Ed Buroughs and the rest of my colleagues in Westchester County – both in the Planning Department and the DOT.  The guidance and support they provided were critical to the success of my project. On a personal note, I am also incredibly grateful to have had the opportunity to work with such talented and dedicated planners.I also want to thank Professor Ingrid Gould Ellen of NYU’s Wagner School of Public Service. Professor Ellen’s guidance on this project, and throughout my time at Wagner, were, and still are, an invaluable resource to me.(CLICK)With that, I’ll be happy to answer any questions.
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